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Dear YISI Parents,  

      This past year has been incredibly challenging for you as parents.  We at YISI Day Camp, are giving you this amazing 

opportunity to relinquish your jobs as teachers, playdates and entertainers for your children and send them to our 

summer day camp.  There is no need to prepare schedules, snacks, lunch, and programming anymore for your little ones.  

We will have that all planned out in a safe and fun environment.  As always our summers will adhere to all DOH 

guidelines that have been instituted to local Day Camps.  As the upcoming summer months crawl upon us we will be 

modifying our program following the most updated guidelines.   

      We are opening registration on March 8th asking for a deposit of $100 to guarantee your child’s spot for Summer 

2021!  Full registration details will follow shortly.  We anticipate that we may have limited number of spots per bunk, so 

in order to ensure your child’s spot please submit your deposit. 

     We are planning to have a fun filled day with swimming, arts and crafts and specialties.  Using our newly renovated 

classrooms, each bunk will continue to be their own co-hort throughout the day with their counselors during each 

activity.  We are working on planning in camp entertainers as well limited out of camp trips for the older campers.   

     As we all know this situation is changing daily along with the day camp protocols.  We will keep you updated of any 

changes throughout our planning stages and look forward to greeting you with a big smile ( even if it has to be under a 

mask) the first day of camp on June 29th! 

   As always feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns with registration. 
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